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QTHE COL E VOICE
Connecucw Colftgt. ~w sdon, CT 06320
Volume XI, Number 11
November 24, 1987
AD FONTES
A.N.C. member speaks
Keorapetse Kgositsile lectured on culture and resistance
Thursday night in Blaustein. See Kgositsile page 11
S.G.A. and Food Services choose
Pepsi despite student poll
__________________ the Food Committee, the committee which
byThorn Po". originally brought up the Coke to Pepsi switch
Edkor-iD-Cb.,f proposal, the results of Fay's poll were: 51 percent
Effective the beginning of the second semester, for Coke, 40.2 percent for Pepsi, and 8.8 percent
the College will provide only Pepsi-Cola products were undecided. There were over a thousand
in all campus dining room"s:... ..:D::e:::s:!:p::it:.e...:a:....::c=am2P.::u::.s__ ...:r~e~tu~rn~s:...~B::u=t,--,~F~ra~nks~saidthat the poll's results
wide poll showing a r were "arbitrary at best."
preference for Coke-a- Fay himself questioned
Cola products, Matthew the validity of his polling
Fay, director of dining techniques, citing the
services at the College, ac- possibility of people
ting in accordance with the voting more than once,
wishes of the S.G.A. and questions about
Assembly, announced the possibly misleading wor-
College's intention to ding on the ballot.
switch from the current Franks said that the poll
Coke contract to one with of the students in no way
Pepsi. .......telJ"fl ~;"c./i.t, represented a referendum,
Fay said that the decision to switch beverage and pointed to the closeness of the results to sup-
companies was his to make, but that he "wanted to port the pro-Pepsi position. "The switch tn
make it a student issue. ,. He then saw to the taking Pepsi," said Franks, •'will save the College close
of the poll of student preference. to $2,000 a year."
According to Stephen Franks, '88, chairman of.,-------:_-
Controversy exists over recommendation
of L.C.S.R. on South African Divestment
by Chris Fallows
The College Veice
presented by Associate Professor of Government,
William Rose, to the college finance committee.
Rayanne Chambers, associate treasurer of the
College, said that as of October 1st Conn. had
$4.2 million invested in South African related
companies • but that because of the recent stock
marltet drop "this amount bas gone clown."
Rose, chairman of the L.C.S.R., said he had
been a supporter of selective divestment but
changed his mind. He said that there was "not
much hope" for the Sullivan Principles, which the
College first followed, and which Rose believes
are having little effect on the government in South
Africa. These principles were guidelines devised
by the Reverend Leon Sullivan (who spoke at
Conn. last fall) that sought to determine which
companies in South Africa should no longer be
patronized.
"I'm sure that if we were to divest it would be
done in a prudent financial manner so that it
wouldn't cause any harm to the value of the en-
dowment, " Chambers said.
Concerning the recent stock market plunge,
Chambers said, "I don't think it will affect the
decision to divest but [it might affect] the timing of
See. Africa page II
Connecticut College now has approximately 13
percent of its stock portfolio invested in com-
panies that do buisness with South Africa, but that
figure mayllOOn be reduced to zero. depending on
the outcome of the meeting ofthe College's
trustees in December.
The trustees will meet to act on a recommenda-
tion from the College Liaison Committee for
Shareholder Responsibility (L.C.S.R.) that the
school totally divest from its holdings in South
Africa.
The Committee was formed three years ago to
represent the opinions of the College Community,
and includes three members of the faculty, three
students, the Dean of the College, Robert Hamp-
ton, the President Oakes Ames, and the Interim
Chaplain of the College, Laurence LaPointe.
"We had unanimously decided to recommend
total divestment, which as I recall was to be phas-
ed in," LaPointe said.
The recommendation to totally divest was sent
to Ames, who in turn made it available to all the
trustees. The divestment proposal was also
O. V.C. S. banquet held
to show world hunger
by Lisa Broujos
News Editor
"You're thin, you're tired, you're hungry, you're oppressed. You
are a member of a third world country," said Barbara Troadec,
director of the Office of Volunteers for Community Service
(O.V .C.S.) during a "World Banquet" last Thursday, where people
were placed in groups to represent the different poverty levels in
countries around the world.
According to an information sheet that, Troadec hande~ out,. ~he
"World Banquet" was "an ex.periment to demonstrate the mequmes
existing in the. world today between underdeveloped, developing,
and developed countries."
Not the typical. banquet of an abundance of food with blissful mer-
riment for everyone, this "World Banquet" divided the group by
See O.V.C.S. page 14
Conn~hought: Focus:
Student respolJ.s"lbility Tenure examined
,-----'----.
I
Charles Richards, director of campus safety
Cars vandalized in lots
by Liz Michalski
The College Voice
November, two Audis were
broken into and radio equipment
was stoJen. Both incidents oc-
curred in South Lot on two
separate occasions.
"Apparently, whoever did it
was looking for radios stolen
from Audis to be sold probably
somewhere in the area," said
Charles Richards, director of
campus safety at the college.
See Cars page /4
Along with the more regular
acts of vandalism that occur on
this campus [see Fighting Van-
dalism, page II], a number of
cars on the North and South
parking lots have been broken
into as recently as two weeks
ago.
During the first wet. of
Sports:
N=========~================'"
Disappointing turnout at Caucus for Unity
Interfaith Service: Change of pace
Support for Bascom's crew column
To the Editor:
On Thursday. Nov. 19th. an
all campus caucus was held in
Conn Cave at 4 p.m. The pur-
pose of the caucus was to discuss
the future of Unity House, the
campus Minority Cullural
Center. Despite adequate
publicity, and a front page ani-
c1e in The Voice ("Unity House
calls for facility
impr~vements," 11/17/87), the
caucus attendance was poor.
drawing no more than twenty-
five people.
Walking into the meeting at
4:00, I felt an immediate sense
of disappointment; twenty-five
people is hardly a representative
voice for the entire college com-
munuy , especi.a\\y when an but
two of those people were
students. Fortunately. the low
number did not seem to affect
the quality of the meeting, and
some key issues and ideas were
discussed. However. I can't help
but question the low turJ!.Q.Ut.
To the Editor:
In speaking to a number of
students recently. it has come to
my attention that not many pee-
. pie know about the. interfaith
services on campus, and I
thought I would take the oppor-
tunity to mention it.
There have been quite a few
changes at Connecticut College
in the last year. One of the.
changes has been' in the
chaplaincy. Father Lawrence La
Pointe replaced Reverend David
Robb as chaplain last year and
will remain in this position until
a new chaplain is appointed next
year.
When Father La Pointe took.
To the Editor:
After reading Nick
Roosevelr's letter concerning
Brooke Bascom's crew [column]
from the week before, I found
myself confused and dismayed
over what he had to say. I do not
row and J never could. Unfor-
tunately, I lack th~ self-
discipline and desire that seem to
be necessary to achieve success.
Having known members of the
crew team, I've always a,dmired
I realize that there are pro-
bably many people who have
never been to Unity House
before and therefore aren't
aware of the importance of its
existence, lind its success as a
Cultural Center. Unity House is
much more than a "Minority
Cultural Center." It is a center
for both minority and majority
students to share an education
which enhances that which can
be learned in the classroom.
This is a very personal type of
education which is responsible
for awarding a greater
understanding of humanity and
of human values and belief
systems.
As an active member of
S.O.A.R., I have found the
resources in Unity House to be
'nva\uab\e. I ar' certain that an
those who utilize its resources
have a deep appreciation for the
need of an active Cultural
Center and all of the services it
provides .. Until recently, Unity
House served its purpose well.
With the increased interest and
over as chaplain, there were
Shabbat services, a weekly
Catholic Mass, and a weekly
Protestant service. However,
Father La Pointe saw the need
for a service that would include
the entire college community.
Therefore, he has. instituted a
weekly. interfaith service on
Wednesdays at' 12:30 p.m.
Students work with Father La
Pointe to organize the services.
They consist of readings, music
and occasionally. a reflection by
Father La Pointe.
Recently, students put on a
theatrical presentation of "Fred-
die the Leaf," dealing with the
subject of death. It brought in a
large audience. However. the
services on the whole have not
their dedication, while at the
same time I've always been in-
trigued as to what exhilarations
these people feel.
I found Brooke Bascom's [col-
umn] answering many of the
questions that I had, as well as
providing excellent insight into a
group of people I respect very
much. Mr. Roosevelt, however,
seems to want to undo the ex-
cellenl perspective of Miss
Bascom. I think there is a uni-
queness to every athletic
•
activity centered in the House
though, the facilities are no
longer sufficient to meet the
campus's needs. We are now _
faced with pressing questions
concerning the future status of
the Center. Those of us who
work out of Unity House feel a
strong sense of urgency in ad-
dressing these questions. The
lack of concern on the part of the
campus at large is therefore
disheartening. The decisions
regarding the future of Unity
House are significant ones and
will subsequently affect the
whole college community.
I ask everyone to sincerely
consider these points the next
time you see a sign or read about
a meeting which doesn't appear
as if it will affect you personally.
If it doesn't affect you personal-
Iy. ydu might be missing out on
a valid and essential part of your
education. TIlE COLLEGE VOICE
Sincerely.
Susan Howson, '90
Fernando Espuelas-Asenjo
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Associate Publisherbeen well attended. Usually, ten
or twelve students show up.
Students have said that
Wednesdays at 12:30 p.m. is a
very busy point in the week, and
they cannot take the time. But
maybe that is just the point of the
service.
Taking twenty minutes in the
middle of a hectic week to just
be quiet can be refreshing. It is
probably one . of the more
peaceful times of my week. You
can put your work and worries
aside. So try it out sometime.
You may find yourself pleasant-
Iy surprised.
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Sincerely.
Ashley R. Pierce, '88
endeavor and that Miss Bascom
helped us understand a little bet-
ter the uniqueness that crew held
for her. Icannot understand why
Mr. Roosevelt seeks to undo the
uniqueness of crew _By doing so
I think he is doing a disservice to
Miss Bascom, to himself. and to
crew people everywhere.
Sincerely.
James Demotses, '89 ©t9ll7by The Con. Vola: PublIsIlInc Group: All richts ...... ed.
..
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CONNTHOUGHT
Students at Conn. College ignore double-edged responsibility
by John B. Maggiore
Recently, I read a book that I
had heard a lot about, called
Fear and Loathing in Los Vegas,
by Hunter S. Thompson. The
book, a black comedy, told the
story of a writer and his attorney
as they roamed around Las
Vegas in a non-stop drug binge.
during the dark times of the ear-
ly '70's. The book was distress-
ing enough, but even more so
were the attitudes other
students had about the book.
At one point, while I was
reading it, a student walked by,
smiled at me, and said, "Man-
ditory freshman reading," then
chuckled off. Other students
spoke of it as if it were some
wild. carefree story about the
farthest limits of indulgence . .It
seems the book is viewed by
most students as ••Animal
House" in writing.
Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas is not that kind of book,
and the fact that it is not seen for
what it is in a way confirms the
dismal message that by 1974,
American culture was messed
up. The story was framed in the
days of the Vietnam War,
Richard Nixon, and the
post-'60's burnout. The attitude
of the book was a common one
of the day: We might as well risk
our sanity recklessly living for
the moment, taking drugs, steal-
ing cars, pulling scams, and be-
ing generally destructive,
because if we don't, our sanity
has even less of a chance in the
real world.
This is not the attitude of to-
day. That the social criticism of
the book was not seen by most
students is not surprising. While
the 1970's point of view may
have been appalling, today's at-
titude is pathetic. It seems like
today's young people feel that
we may as well risk our sanity
recklessly living for the rno-
ment , taking drugs, pulling
scams, and being generally
destructive because, hey. no one
is really getting hurt, there are
no long term effects, and isn't
that what youth is all about
anyway?
If the legacy of 1950's social
conformity was 1960's social
concern, the legacy of '60's
social concern was '70's social
cynicism. And, if the- legacy of
that is '80's social apathy, what
can we expect from the 1990's?
A generation of disillusioned,
brain damaged, ex-yuppies and
children of the '80's, for one
thing. Hopefully, also, a new
generation, concerned about fix-
ing the problems of the world
that have been building up
almost unopposed for the past
decade. Hopefully, this new
generation will not get lost in a
drug induced haze of idealism,
as the last socially concerned
generation became, and ap-
Gestures lack point
by Shelley Stoehr
Condoms have become part of
the American Way, or maybe
more accurately, the American
Dream. When the Del Fuegos
came to play at Connecticut Col-
. lege, one of the items on their
request list was a dozen con-
doms. What point were they try-
ing to make? Did they expect
those females who'd seen the list
to flock to the dressing room,
seeking safe sex? Even so, a
dozen seemed a little exorbitant.
Do they request so many
everywhere they play, and then
save up the extras for a rainy
day? No, I'm jumping to conclu-
sions. They wear them on their
fingers to make guitar playing
easier.
Conn. didn't comply with the
band's request, which was
somewhat surprising. It seemed
like the type of joke the school
could truly appreciate. After all,
Conn. will provide condoms at
wholesale cost in the Cro Lobby
during National Condom Week.
A very good idea, but to do a
real service, they might have
picked a more discreet selling
place. Of course, the week ap-
propriately begins on
Valentine's Day. Creatively,
maybe condoms will be sold in
big heart-shaped boxes. The
condoms themselves will have to
be in plain brown wrappers, so
that, as with chocolates, some
element of surprise will be in-
volved -- "Oh, a ribbed one
again. I always get the ribbed
ones. I wanted a yellow one!"
Or maybe they'll be on trays like
-dOUghnuts,so students may pick
and choose, to stay or to go. If
one orders a dozen, wil1 it be a
baker's dozen? Lastly, isn't it
silly for the sale to last only a
week? Agam, to provide a real
service, condoms should not on-
Iy be sold elsewhere than the
Cro Lobby, but should be pro-
vided at cost for the entire
school year. Otherwise, we may
assume that we can only have
safe sex for that week unless
we're smart and buy enough to
last. Students will have to buy
cases of condoms. But they'll be
sold at cost, so why not go crazy
and buy a couple of cases, like
beer, but for a really fun party?
Even this paper has gotten into
the swing of things. The first
issue of the Voice Magazine pro-
vided condoms for students and
facuity. Still, the Voice was only
able to acquire enough to ac-
comodate about half of Conn. 's
population. This makes for
endless possibilities. The best
part of the condom gifts was the
bartering which went on in dorm
hallways -- "Hey, I'll trade you
a blue for a green ... How 'bout a
pizza and a ribbed for a
lubricated one .... " Those who
hadn't received condoms missed
a lot. To be fair, the Voice
should have substituted other
gifts, maybe shampoo samples
or something, in the condom-
less magazines. If students
couldn't be safe, at least they
could be clean.
The Voice was just trying to
make a point. The school, by
selling condoms in Cro Lobby,
is probably doing the same. The
Del Fuegos, too, were making a
point, although I'm not sure
what it was. Regardless, [
wonder whether people are get-
ting these points, or whether
they're too busy laughing at the
absurdity of it all to get anything
more than th'e joke.
Shelley Stoehr is an Associate
Copy Editor of The College
Voice,
proach the problems of the
world, out of necessity, in a
practical way.
But that is optimistic specula-
tion, We are still stuck with this
uncaring, drunken lot of
misguided apathetics. It isn't
that the world has fewer pro-
blems now than in the '60's and
'70's, it's just that too many
people have -chosen to ignore
them, and now, those people
themselves are the social pro-
blem.
As students at Connecticut
College, we should try with all
of our essence to pull ourselves
out of this state. Society is' not
the only one suffering. In fact,
society is the one that can
recover, it is the individual that
is permanently damaging him or
herself. So, in this sense, we
have a double-edged respon-
sibility: a responsibility to our
community, and to ourselves.
Really, they are one and the
same, as our community is made
up of individuals. As in-
dividuals, we should stop wat-
ching Saturday morning car-
toons and start watching the
news (or bener yet, reading the
news); stop deliberating over
whether to go to the party at
Smith or the party at Wright,
and start deliberating over
whether to go to the S.N.A.P.
meeting or the S.O.A.R.
meeting (or any of the other
groups on campus that are both
by Josh Motta
day, should stop deluding
ourselves with a false sense of
ease and comfort. We must at
least try to face up to reality,
even if it is humanly impossible
to understand it. For the sake of
ourselves, and our future, we
must take this course.
John Maggiore is a regular
Voice columnist. 1
a two- minute speech at the
"room selection meeting." for
next year's dorm near the end of
the school year. and instantly the
vote winner became House
President. But. as Seder ex-
plains. things changed last Spr-
inc. "When the Exec. Board for
th~ 87-88 year took over. they
made a motion to enhance the
process." The House Presidents
for this year had to get one hun-
dred signatures from people out-
side their dorms. and hand in
platforms for nomination which
were passed around campus.
Seder hopes this new election
process "gave the campus in
general a feel that the House
Presidency job has implications
outside the dorm. thus affecting.
everyone on campus."
President Seder plan-, (0
define the House Pre...idcrus
role more clearly this ~ear.
House Presidency j ...becouung a
more difficult scho(ll POsilil'n to
achieve. The process no longer
seems like an election that
resembles a popularity contest.
House Presidency is emerging
as a dignified position which
necessarily takes a responsible
and respected adult to till.
House Presidents' role examined
mulate policy which affects stu-
dent life as a whole. Every
House President is obligated to
sit in on Thursday night S.G.A.
meetings. During these meetings
the House President speaks on
behalf of the student body's
voice and should represent his
dorm's.
House Presidents also meet
with campus committees such as
. 'The Tobacco Ban
Throughout my freshman year
I had no real understanding of
what role my House President
played in the dorm. I knew she
Iwas a very nice senior girl who
lived down the hall, but I had no
idea what her true donn life
function was. I know I'm not
alone in the quandary about what
House Presidency is, so I decid-
ed to tind out. and share my
knowledge with you.
Many students know that a
Housefellow's role is to help
other dormmates confront social
crises and to uphold good
maintenance of the dorm. But
fewer people know that the
House President has a lot of
responsibility in the dorm also.
Our S.G.A. President this year.
Sam Seder, who's a fanner
House President, said a House
President should be a "role
model" for other students in the
dorm. Says Seder, "A House
President should be someone
who knows the honor code and
somebody people can turn to for
support as a consistent model
figure in the dorm. "
Outside of dorm functions. the
House President has a legislative
'responsibility to the S.G.A.
assembly. He or she helps to for-
th'4
~i$t~el~~
her dorm:.
ntsoci/JP'
i/'itiuI tounJWf4
.., 'iiWitdelUUlce of
~lit-dorm.11ut jeJlreif.i$,
people /qJo"W t1Jat th,e 1
Aflluusel'/esidl1nt htf!
a'1PJ1Jtire$~iJIilifj
~J?1i1ttli;dh_)~~'.'-..li!R&~_ "
Committee." and report to
S.G.A. on these committees. In
political terms. the House
Presidency is a legislative body
that helps enact laws for the stu-
dent body.
How does one get elected?
Well. before the present
1987-88 term. all a student wan-
ting this role had to do was make
,
Josh Mona ia a regular col-
umnist for The, College_Voice.
:::::
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Focus:
The tenure process is a system in itself
by Kathlem Trainor
The College Voice
The procedure professors
must go through to attain tenure
at Connecticut College IS an in-
tricate process as outlined in the
Handbook, Information for
Faculty. It involves a review of
the faculty member followed by
either being given tenure or ter-
mination of employment.
The tenure review takes place
in the sixth year of a full-time
faculty member's employment.
The faculty member is evaluated
and recommended for tenure to
the President of the College by
the Department Chair, who has
previously consulted with the
full-time and tenured members
of the department and the stu-
dent adv\sof)' committee. The
~t\.men\ C\\a\,.·s. recommen-
dation is then forwarded to the
President's Advisory Commit-
tee. The Advisory Committee
reviews the faculty member and
makes its recommendation to the
President. The President then
reviews both the recommenda-
lions of the Department Chair
and of the Advisory Committee
and makes the final recommen-
dation which he submits to the
Board of Trustees for a vote.
A faculty member being con-
sidered for tenure is evaluated
on the basis of his or her
teaching record and scholarly
rchievernents , which include
research. publication and exhibi-
tions and also, according to
Dean Johnson, dean of the facul-
ty, on "service to the College,
such as advising and committee
service, and on outside evalua-
tions of scholarship are
invited." A candidate for tenure
is also evaluated on, according
to the handbook, the basis of his
or her "promise for flexibility,
growth. and development of new
interests germane to his or her
field." In order to establish this
criteria, there is an evaluation of
his or her teaching record, par-
ticipation within the department
and other public involvements.
If, after review, the faculty
member is not recommended for
tenure either by the Department
Chair or the President, he or she
is notified and has the right to
submit a case against the recom-
mendation before a vote is taken
by the Board of Trustees. The
faculty member's case is review-
ed and a recommendation is
determined by the President and
submitted to the Board of
Trustees for a final vote.
If tenure is granted, the facul-
ty member has, according to
Professor Brodkin, Chair of the
History Department, "a lifetime
contract for employment with
the College." This contract may
be broken, according to
}ohnson, "fo,. adequate cause to
be detennined by the College
and a faculty group guaranteeing
due process and right to
council. ..
If tenure is not granted. the
faculty member has one year
with the College. a seventh year,
and then employment is ter-
minated. This seventh year is
guaranteed in a contract which is
drafted after a faculty member
passes their three year review.
The sixth year tenure review
process is preceded by a series
of reviews. After two years,
from the timeofhiring, a faculty
member is reviewed and renew-
ed for another two years. In the
third year, the three year review
takes place and, passing this, the
faculty member is renewed for
another three years with the
tenure review in the sixth year.
The tenure process. has long
been in existence and is sup-
ported by the faculty and the ad-
ministration. "The tenure
review process serves the pur-
pose of making faculty par-
ticipate in judgement of quality
of its own members ... this IS
very important," said Dean of
the College, R. Francis Johnson.
"In order to get tenure at Con-
necticut College, one must be an
excellent teacher and one must
also be a productive scholar,"
said Brodkin. "The purpose of
the tenure system is to preserve
academic freedom ... to allow the
faculty to discuss what it wants
to discuss with its students
without the fear of a repressive
.government or adminstration
telling them they can't say
that," said Brodkin.
"The tenure system preserves
freedom of speech." added
Brodkin. "That's really what
tenure is for ... its point is not to
provide job security, tenure is to
preserve freedom of speech. If
we can't speak freely about
issues in colleges and univer-
sities, then we can't do it
anywhere."
Professor Meyer, Chairman
of the Hispanic Studies Depart-
ment, who is relatively new to
Conn. College, said, "One
thing that impresses me, coming
from elsewhere. is for tenure
candidates to get an effective
reading of his success ..so it
doesn't build up to the last
minute ...
Meyer said, "Someone passed
at a third year review is given in-
itial approval and encourage-
ment or otherwise is let go."
According to Meyer. in com-
parison to other schools.
Conn.'s tenure after six years is
equivalent to the time of review
at other schools, which is usual-
ly after five or six years .• 'By
that time. the College has an
idea if a person is a good
teacher, is contributing to the
College and is a publishing
scholar, " said Meyer. .' ... also
at a small college, it's important
to be involved with students and
committees and to be given
credit for that,"
"I think, on the whole, the
system has served us well, " said
Brodkin.
SUN SEEKERS
2 Free Visits limit
one per person
with any package purchased
and college ID Card
($14,00 value)
Tan comfortably and
luxuriously with
THE WOLFF SYSTEM
CALL TODAY!
449·1222
Between Benny's
and D&L
Groton Shopping Plaza
llIIIr explm 12/31/87
.---- Committeeof the Week- __
he Cro Review Committe
AUDITIONS
by Patti Wade
0;) The College Voice]
I::l.. Envision Crozier-Williams
~ ten years from now. What does
.~ it contain? The post office? The
~ bookshop? A renovated Conn.
~ Cave? The Alumni Office? The
~ Dance Department? These kinds
U of questions are what the Cro
~ Review Committee concerns
itself with as it tries to plan a
more efficient, enjoyable student
center. As Dean Hampton sees
it, "We must define the vision
and then figure out how we get
there. " .
Concerns about the efficiency
of Cro as a student center were
first voiced in a report in 1976.
Since then the issue has been
more thoroughly explored and
some changes have occurred.
For example, the bowling alley
was converted to Conn. Cave,
the snack shop and bar were
renovated last year and many of
the athletic demands have been
taken over by the new Athletic
Center.
The present committee, which
includes students, faculty and
administrators, was fanned ear-
ly this fall. Until now, the com-
mittee's main objective was
developing what they felt would
be an ideal student center, "Our
first goal was to develop a
philosophy and a vision for the
building," said Hampton. The
philosophy of the committee
seems to center on making the
building the focus of campus ac-
tivity, a place where students in-
teract with both other students
and with faculty. "It would not
be solely a student center, it
would be a campus center for the
whole community, however, the
emphasis would be on the
students. " Committee member
Quentin Nason, '88, sees future
changes aimed at "creating a
beehive effect. "
A priority for most committee
members is to move both the
post office and the bookshop to
Cro. Beyond that, the committee
feels that a renovated Conn.
Cave or a new all-campus social
event room is necessary, as well
as multipurpose rooms for
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR
THEA TRE TRAINING
IN
NEW YORK CITY
meetings and conferences, a
game room, lounge spaces, and
renovated locker rooms.
< 'The committee has defined
the ideal, now we are at the in-
itial design phase;': explained
Robert Hutton, director of
operations at Connecticut Col-
lege. Hutton explained the Com-
mittee must now explore ways of
implementing this vision. This
phase will include professional
advice because there are so
many options for utilizing space.
"I think when we put all our
needs together, there needs to be
more cubic space," said Hulton.
Some suggestions to create
space include an addition,
another floor over the gym, or
opening up the ceiling of Conn.
Cave. Along with the cubic
space questions, decisions need
to be made on where to place
things. "Zoning needs to be
carefully worked out," said
Hutton.
Another major area of concern
is the Dance Department's needs
and the Alumni Office. Both
Hutton and Nason explained the
dilemma facing the Dance
Department, "How do we coex-
ist with dance and allow suffi-
ciently for their academics?"
said Hulton. Nason said, "The
Dance Department already feels
the disruptive effect ·of Cro's
daily traffic, with improvements
this will only become worse. It's
nol compatible to have social
and academics." Ideally, both
the Alumni Office and the Dance
Department would like to move
out.
Physical and financial restric-
tions are the obstacles facing the
renovation. These are being ex-
plored before the committee
presents a recommendation to
the Board of Trustees. "The
trustees .decide on how to
finance a project of this scale,"
explained Hutton. "Everyone
agrees work needs to be done,"
said Nason. However, the length
of time it will take to achieve the
goals set by the committee
pivots on financial abilities and
whether the renovations must be
done as large changes or could
be completed in small phases.
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New generation of computing with arrival ofMacintoshes i
.:!
New Macs are installed at the Ne Computer Room and in Winthrop
FEAT
by William Nelson
Associate Features Editor
The •'next generation" of
computers has arrived on cam-
pus this fall. The new Apple
Macintoshes promise to "make
computing on campus much
easier for both students and
faculty," according to Sandy
Austin. director of Academic
Computing.
"The Mac is particularly easy
to learn how to use, which is one
of the reasons we chose to buy
them. Students do not need
technical know-how to operate
them," said Austin.
"The College's technological
support has been a concern in
the past," continued Austin.
"Now we have state-of-the-art
equipment, the latest technology
available anywhere for personal
computers. In buying the Macin-
toshes, we didn't skimp on
anything--we wanted to be sure
we had the leading edge of
s
technology. "
Two new Macintosh labs have
been set up in both the Neff
Computer Room in the Blaustein
Humanities Center and at the
new computer center in the Win-
throp Annex. According to
Austin, "We have Microsoft
Works installed on all machines,
and both labs have a laser-writer
available for laser-quality prin-
touts. The lab at Blaustein will
be used primarily for word pro-
cessing, while Winthrop Annex
will be used for other applica-:
tions like graphics in addition to
word processing."
A new staff member has been
appointed to focus on implemen-
ting the new Macintosh IJ's into
the curriculum, according to
Austin. Cindy Lyons-Blomstedt ,
formally the assistant director of
Academic Computing, said she
"plans to focus on graphics ap-
plications since the new Macin-
tosh II's will soon have color
Emmaus discusses
controversial issues
hy Lisa Levinson
The College Voice
Every week the Com-
municator informs students that
the "committed and curious"
are invited to a meeting of a
campus organization known las
Emmaus. For many, this am-
biguous overture needs clarifica-
tion.
Emmaus is a small discussion
group that has existed at Conn.
for the past two years. Created
,'5 a spin-off of the Christian
1- etlowship. Emmaus is a less
I etigiously demanding club.
-vhich focuses on controversial
oc.al issues rather than scrip-
tu.c study. The group is current-
ly facilitated by Baptist intern
Mike Vanzura and Sa r ah
Wilson; '89. Weekly discussion
sessions this year have centered
arc lind such topics as
euth masja. apartheid. abortion.
and premarital sex. Although
issues are viewed through a
Christian perspective, Emmaus
encourages interfaith participa-
tion.
Wilson. who is pursuing a
self-designed Religionrrheology
major, speaks enthusiastically
about the group, "We learn by
understanding and discussing
views with other people, and by
forming our own opinions."
Approximately twelve students
attend each Emmaus meeting,
with representation from every
class, and by males and females.
According to Wilson, the issues
confronted at sessions are
thought-provoking, "We can't
necessarily answer all questions
that are raised, but we respect
people's opinions."
Regarding the obscurity of the
group's motto, "A group for the
committed and curious,"
Wilson explains. "We're an am-
biguous group. and this slogan is
intended to stir interest."
Amy Marquis. '88. is another
member of Emmaus. She has
been a participant in discussions
since the group was formed at
Conn. She finds the conversa-
tion stimulating and the at-
mosphere very relaxed. "If
you've ever wanted to just hang
out with your friends and talk
about life," said Marquis. "this
is the place."
,.
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monitors--probably by next
semester .' ,
"In other areas, the language
ly useful program that en-
courages a great deal of creativi-
ty; I'm hoping some people will
"At first, students didn't like giv-
ing up the Rainbows. But now
they're learning the Macs quickly
since they're so easy to use ... "
department has. been using drill
programs on the Macs. We are,
or will, also be using Writing
and Composition software, and
data analysis and presentation
software. Also, we will have
Hypercard available for student
use. Hypercard is a tremendous-
make creative stacks to share
with the college community,"
said Lyons-Blomstedt.
"Right, now, we're \ooking
for a new name for the computer
center at Winthrop Annex," she
added .•• Anyone with a sugges-
..tion for a new name should stop
•
by and drop it in the suggestion ~
box. There will be prize for the a
one chosen. " ~
Working in the Blaustein lab,
Greg TeHennepe, academic
computing assistant, said, "At
first, students didn't like giving'
up the Rainbows. But now
they're learning the Macs quick-
ly since they're so easy to use
and a lot are amazed at the new
fonts and printing capabilities of
the new computers. "
Added TeHennepe, "The
t Rainbows will slowly be phased
~ out and sent to administrative of-
.s fiees. But we won't take them all
~ away until people are comfor-
.~ table with the Macs."
$:" Looking into the near future,
g Austin said, "Our next step is toa have computers in the hands of
~ departments to act as on-site
tools for the faculty."
"We are also looking into ex-
panding our network and hope to
tie all the computers together
with the VAX mainframe and
establish a campus-wide net-
work. In this set up, the Macs
will be used as color terminals to
[he mainframe, sparing us from
buying any more Tectronix ter-
minals," Austin said.
"Works will also be installed
on the ten new l.B.M.'s and a
network will tie the Macs and
the \.B.M.'s together, to allow a
free exchange of information
between the two t)'~s. ot com-
puters." said Lyons-B'omstedt.
S.G.A. Brief: Pepsi issue finalized
Changeover to occur during Xmas break
Thursday. Nove'!'ber 19. 1987
OFFICER REPORTS: f-Board Chairman. Paul
Hyde, gave an update on the usage of the new
complaint forms. There have been five from cen-
tral campus, none from south, and five from
north. Hyde encouraged House Presidents to use
the forms without reserve.
S.G.A. Vice President, Tom Price, announced
that club audits will occur on December I and 2.
COMMITTEE REPORTS: Alcnhol Policy and
Recommendations Committee reported that the
policy is being revamped so that there will only be
two forms to be filled out rather than the previous
five or six.
Also, Bar procedure will be improved and the
hours of both the Bar and Food Services in Cro
will be extended to 12:30 a.m.
The Food Committee finalized the Pepsi issue.
Matt Fay has agreed to the changeover which will
occur during winter break.
OLD BUSINESS: The Committee for the Form-
ing ofa Policy on Sexual Harassment was formed.
The members are: Kathy King. "90. Angela
Burns, '88, Jessica Merron. "88. Betsy Courell ,
'88. Jay Ackerman. '89. and Bill Lyons. ·88.
Ian Johnson brought forward the S.C.E. pro-
posal for S.G,A. endorsement. Motion: To en-
dorse the S.C.E. Broadside. Passed.
NEW BUSINESS: Lynne Tapper. '88. brought
forward for discussion the issue of where athletic
(earns can stay during January break since present-
ly, overcrowding. is a problem in Cro. No conclu-
sion was drawn on this issue.
Greg Gigliotti. '88. spoke for the Alcohol
Policy Committee concerning. the Christmas Par-
ties. A resolution was made to remind everyone 10
adhere to the alcohol policy - particularly in
respect to shots at dorm Christmas parties Passed.
A Pizza Connoisseur's Delight Featuring
Original Neopolitan Pizza - plus more
Ordersto go or come& experienceour unique .tmosphere aemng your '.,or"e wine,beer or tpItft
58 Br.ln.rd St.,New London442.3345 FREEDELIVERY Ord«. to go c.ll ....2~
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by CODa Grange
The College Voice
In the past twelve years, the
city of New London has had very
few Republicans in any of the
offices.
However, this year's election
changed that situation. Although
the Republican parry is still in
the minority, it is a 4 to 3
representation.
Greg Massad, a Republican,
was one of those just elected to
the City Council. He says, "The
big thing was that we [the
Republicans] won two more
seats" on the Council.
According to Massad, «Most
of the time there has been only
one Republican in office. Until
now, most of the people had
counted the Republican party
our, •• he said. Said Massad,
•'The removal of the Party
Lever helped us win. Before it
was impossible to split a ticket. ..
Martin Olsen, a Republican
re-elected to the City Council,
said "Personally I feel great
about more Republicans in of-
fice."
Said Olsen, "It will make for
a long two years if partisan
politics begins." referring to the
likely debates caused by a more
vocal Republican minority,
.:IThe public is looking for a
move back into government.
Partisan politics will not allow
the people to work well
together, Government is an art
of compromise," said Olsen.
"\ t\\\n\. the)' are go\ng to be
Republicans as well.
Said Smith, "There is hard
work for all of us. At times we
may get into heated,
acrimonious debate. That is not
because of the representation of
parties. If you look at the
records for the last five years,
there have been many heated
debates with six Democrats and
one Republican,"
Roberta Hennegan, re-elected
as a selectwoman to the city of
New London, said that this elec-
bon was . 'very minor. the
lowest on the scale." The City
Council selection was by far'
more important.
"In a city, the City Council
runs the city. The selectmen
really do not have a lot to do,"
said Hennegan.
Hennegan feels that the work
done by the party to get a fairer
representation paid off.
She said the Party Lever not
being used had something to do
with the Republican victories.
"It is disconcerting to me to see
a very prominent Democrat br-
::
ing quite a few people ... and
lead them right up the booth, and
you know they were told to pull
that lever,"
Hennegan said that in this
respect it is very good to have
the Party Lever end. She said the
removal of the lever' 'makes the
people think" about who they
are voting for rather than voting
for the entire party.
Said Hennegan, "I am really
interested in the city. New Lon-
don has a lot of potential. "
GROTON DISCOUNT "ALWAYS DISCOUNT"
WINE & LIQUORS
1988 Mayoral Choices
Carmelina C. Kanzler (D):
Kanzler has served on City Council from 1983-1987. She
was the Deputy Mayor from 1983-1984 and served as
mayor in 1985-1986. Kanzler was the only incumbent to
win a seat in the 1987 elections.
Eunice M, Waller (0):
Waller held a position of the Board of Education from
IY-- 1987 ..
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Profile:
1987 Officer
of the Year
Clemente J. Delacruz
by Lisa M. AUegrdt.o c
New Loodoo Focus Editor .4
"Miami Vice... that's televi-
sion," says Clemente J.
Delacruz, the 1987 Officer of
the Year in New London.
Undercover narcotics work "is
a very risky business today. It's
a very trying job. You can't
work as an undercover
policeman for eight hours and
then go borne. In this job, it
doesn't end."
Delacruz has been a
policeman for 15 years and has a
strong background in the drug
enforcement field. He was a
member of the Eastern Region
Crime Squad, formed in the ear-
ly '70's to help control drug traf-
ficking. In March of 1986,
Delacruz joined the State Police
Statewide Narcotics Task Force
and has remained with them for
almost two years. Delacruz has
trained extensively in the drug
enforcement field and is con-
tinually attending seminars to
update his knowledge of drug
trafficking.
"It takes a very special kind of
person to do this line of work.
You have to really like this
because you really put yourself
out in front when you do this. I
think being streetwise is very,
very crucial here."
According to Delacruz, the
most dangerous part of under-
cover police work is the execu-
tion of the search warrant. After
having gathered evidence and
given that there is enough pro-
bable cause, the court issues the
warrant.
.. You never know what's on
the other side of that door when
you come through. Not too long
ago, we raided a house and one
of the occupants of the house
grabbed my gun and we were
fighting for my gun on the kit-
chen floor. It's things like that
that make [this job] difficult~
"You really have to like what
you're doing. The guys that are
doing narcotics work care about
what they're doing. It's our part
of stopping this pfob\em."
Delacruz says" that there is a .
significantdrug problem in Con-
necticut. "We do have a pro-
blem here, but I feel with our
constant enforcement it's con-
trolled to a point." Because
New London is on the water and
is a half-way point between
Boston and New York, it is a
prime target for drug traffickers.
Says Delacruz, "Drugs are a
problem all over the country.
They involve people of all ages.
[The youngest personI I can
recall is a 13 year old heroin ad-
dict, which is very young."
Being named Officer of the
Year came as a complete sur-'
prise to Delacruz, and he is very
enthusiastic about the honor.
"We've worked very hard to
fight narcotics in general. Ihad a
partner that I think was an asset
to me in doing what I'm doing."
The Statewide Task Force
deals mainly with mid-level drug
traffickers and street dealers.
"Our objective, of course, is the
top, but sometimes you never
get there."
The Statewide Task Force has
had an incredible success rate
which Delacruz estimates at
over 80 percent. "We don't lose
very many, " says Delacruz. He
attributes much of the Narcotics
Task Force's success to the sup-
port that they receive from both
the court and the Attorney
General's office.
Is Officer Delacruz a force to
be reckoned with? Says
Delacruz, "There are people out
there who know who I am and
stay out of my way. "
Officer Delacruz was unable
to discuss pending cases or to be
photographed due to the threat
of persona/ injury.
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News Editor
The position of News Editor of The College Voice is
open. Applications are available at the Voice, Cro 212.
Applications are due Tuesday, December I at 5 P,M .•
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Rick Scott:
Morethan
just a
director
"I am absolutely not a dic-
tator. I'm a collaborator. I am
the traffic cop and the catalyst
directing other people's ideas."
Rick Scott, guest director for the
Theater Department's produc-
tion of Beyond the Horizon, by
Eugene O'Neill, explained his
ideas about his role as director.
"'You start with a wide scope of
ideas and you gradually narrow
them down."
Deciding which ideas to
develop and use is part of the
process Scott goes through as he
approaches a play he wiIl direct.
"My fust response to the play is
as an actor. \s there a role whkh
speaks to me?" In Beyond the
Horizon, Scott identified with
the character Rob. "That's how
I started caring-about it." From
there Scott researched O'Neill
Breaking the 2D plane:
Exhibition in Cummings
by Isabel Thompson
The Colege Voice
by Jackie Whiling
A&E Editor
Dana Gallery, in Cummings
Art Center, will be host to the
work of Roger D. Manny,
Christine Gist, and Serdar O.
Arat, three artists who work in
construction. The exhibit opens
November 22nd and wiIl be
followed by a reception from
3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Gist and Manny collaborate
on their mixed media, off-the-
wall constructions. Manny
studied architecture and drawing
at Texas A & M University as
well as studying art and architec-
ture at Hunter College and Col-
umbia University in New York
City.
In 1973, Manny established a
private practice of architecture
in New Haven, CT, and became
a registered architect with the
state of Connecticut in 1974.
Manny's further achievements
include staging a regional ex-
hibit which illustrated the
history of ethnic immigration
with regard to the settlement of
New Haven.
Gist received her BFA from
the University of Washington in
Seattle, in Sculpture, and her
MFA from the Yale University
School of Art, also in Sculpture.
Since 1·981she has exhibited fre-
quently in Connecticut as well as
in New York City and
Washington. Born and educated
and other, earlier productions of
the play. Scott said, "I start
looking for visual images. I
break it down into beats. " Scott
also said that his ideas about the
play change as he meets with the
set designer, selects his-cast, and
sees what they will bring to the
play.
When directing coJJege level
actors, Scott said that he has to
decide what is the best way to
work with each one. "Some br-
ing a lot to a play, and some br-
in England, Gist has been a U.S.
resident since 1969. In addition
to her numerous professional ac-
complishments, she has traveled
extensively in Western Europe ~
researching Roman architecture. ~
shrines, and English .~
gravestones. ~
Arat has received his MFA ~
and MA in painting from the ~
University of New York at ~
Albany and SUNY, respective- d
Iy. He has exhibited his work in
two, one-person exhibitions in ~
New York as well as in three,
one-person exhibitions in
Turkey. In addition to these, he
has participated in extensive
group exhibitions in both New
Jersey and New York state. In
September 1984 he was the reci-
pient of a painting award from
the Woodstock School of Art
National Painting Exhibition.
All three artists.share a com-
mon trait in their work: they
have all broken the two dimen-
sional plane of the canvas and
create works which project off
the wall and invade the au-
dience's space. Gist and Manny
work exclusively in three-
dimensional construction while
Arat works in actual 3D as well
as illusion painting, trompe
d'oeil paintings. All three of the
artists will be at the reception
following the opening and the
exhibit will run through
December 16th.
i;;g very little:" He said that it is
the process, not the result,
which is the most important part
of working on a play. "It should
be a learning experience."
When discussing acting, Scott
repeatedly stressed the supreme
importance of truth .• 'The actor
must look inside and find that
part of him which is most like
his character and act from
there." He also commented that
acting is not showing, rather it is
doing .
••Acting is 'to do,' not 'acting
like.'" Scott said that
truthfulness is especially impor-
tant in Beyond the Horizon
because if the audience does not
absolutely believe in the
character's relationships and
feelings, they may find the dated
language funny.
Scott said that the set
represents early 20th century
theatrical conventions. "The
desig~er described it as
naturalism with a splash of ex-
pressionism. We aren'ttrying to
say that we are outside, we ad-
mit that we are in a theater."
Prior to the 1920's there had
been a strong trend toward
naturalism in the theater "to the
point where people were dump-
ing sand and bringing live trees
onto the stage." However, peo-
ple began to realize that au-
diences would accept and
understand unnatural elements.
An example of this in Beyond
the Horizon is that the sun rises
and sets over the same horizon;
it is important for symbolic pur-
poses that both are shown.
Scott, a theater and speech
major at Indiana University.
taught high school theater for
two years. From there he spent
five years as Admissions Direc-
tor for a small college in In-
dianapolis. In the evenings Scott
was also directin and acting in
A scene from Beyond The Horizon directed by Rick Scott: From left Tom Lenoct
'90, Stephanie Zadravek '90, and Bruce Marchand '89.
community and dinner theaters.
"I was living in two different
worlds and I decided that I
wanted to switch priorities."
. In doing so, Scott moved to
San Fransico where he became a
full-time actor. After a while, he
had the opportunity to combine
his theatrical and his ad-
ministrative skills as the director
of the U.S. branch of the Drama
Studio of London. In 1984 Scott
moved to New York City where
he and partner Jane Armitage
started an agency which coor-
dinates tours, summer pro-
grams, and college programs.
Scott said that he enjoys a
balance between all facets of
theater; directing, acting,
teaching, and administration.
Scott has been making his living
solely from the theater since
1980, but he said, "You have to
be very creative about how you
et our income.
Dance Club Concert:
__ ---=E=.v:.....:e=-=.n::..::ingof unusual excitement
by Stephanie Hamed dance concert did not measure solo performed by Marjorie
TheCollegeVoice up to that of most of the concerts Folkman. was one of these
*961! is the perfect description which are performed at the Col- pieces. She wore a sirnpte black
of the Dance Club Concert, per- lege. It lacked depth of meaning costume and as she danced. con-
formed in the East Studio of and integrity for the most part. veyed the impression of one
Crozier-Williams at Connecticut The .choreography was searching for something or s~-
College, on November 12th and unoriginal and showy, with too meone. The simplicity of this
13th. It was an exciting and much of a "gee whiz" attitude, piece gave it power, which was
energetic collection of dance, as in the piece entitled, "The only slightly- diminished by the
even including a piece in which Dreams." If one had attended numerous kicks the dancer per-
one performer did some break this dance concert expecting to formed.
dancing. The variety of this con- see the type of dance which. is Another piece of extreme
cert made it interesting to watch, usually performed at the Col- power was the work. entitled,
never allowing the audience to lege, he or she might be disap- "Dream? Nightmare:' a solo
assume a passive role; each pointed. performed by Gerri Molitor.
piece forced one to become in- Although the overall feeling This piece used no music; in-
volved with this performance. generated by this concert was stead, the accompaniment was a
The concert captivated the au- one of showy excitement, there voice talking about war, a~d
dience with the eye-catching were some pieces which inspired Ground Zero. Dressed all rn
technique of most of the pieces. deeper thoughts and feelings. black. the dancer made a power-
However, the quality of this "The Secret Life of Plants," a
See Dance page 10
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Something for veryone:
Area Entertainment
MrMister's new LP:
Go On is a letdown to top 40 fans
EL-N-GEE (New London) 443--9227:
NoY. 24 - Reggae Nighl with Right TIIlll'
Nov. 25 - Special S1mw Junior Wells (Blues)
NoV. 27 - Reduters
Nov. 28 - Oudels
THE PALACE (l'lewHaveu) 789-2120:
N~v. 28 - "Gl:lsPeI Jamboree" featuring The Gaspe) Am-
bassadors, :>all& Pepper, Spiritual SOWs, 00Iden SIan. The GoIdea
VOiceSOlld The Travelaires.
- Deci;' '4 - Kenny G. - Jazz ... 8:00 p.m.
Dec. 12 - Jay Leno - Comedy .. :7:30 p.m.
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RHODE" JSLAND SC~OOL+ OF DESIGN (Providence)
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JObu ~:MllSler Melalsmilb, through Dec. 20
A\n~r<;anPainting from Copley to O'Keefe, through Jan.' 3
~"1knl\urki$h Artl tht;flUghJIIt\. 24
»t- :t if ::"Xl:::",:-}, _.._"./
HARTFO~D!BXLLBl' qiartfOrd Courant Arts Center) 246-(;807
DeR;lk iJiq¥~ky}"TlJe Nutcracker, "through Dec. 20,
eveni~g perji ~ ~I){i;m, matinees aI2;30. All perfonnancesat
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the "we shall fight and over-
come" genre of songs. This
theme is completed with plod-
ding drums and trite lyrics such
as "You've got to stand and
deliver/With your body and
soul/Stand and deliver/Just give
me something to hold/Stand and
deliver/If we stand-stand and
deliver," This is an example of
sacrificing content for rhyme,
the obvious "Hall and Oates"
find a hook and beat it to death
the war and ostracized in large
numbers. The idea is very well
intended, but the song is never
moving.
Rounding out the first side of
the album are "Something
Real" and "The Tube."
"Something Real" is the "hit"
single which I have yet to hear
on the radio. It is a haphazard
mixing of synthesizer and lyrics
with no worthwhile result. "The
Tube" is somewhat funny,
about people who simply watch
T. V. Paige seems to imitate
Rick Springfield,- for what
reason I know not. Furthermore.
Steven Farris has a laughable
guitar solo in the middle of this
mess.
The second side begins
ominously with •'Control" and
"Watching the World," two ad-
ditional boring songs offering no
more than synthesizers and
rhymes.
The following song, "Power
over me" is a song Paige wrote
for his daughter while she was in
the hospital. With a much slower
rhythm. the song succeeds most-
ly thanks to Paige's voice. The
only problem is that anytime
Paige finds it necessary to show
emotion, he simply raises his
voice.
The final and best song is
"The Border." It is a "Broken
Wing" type. love song that
works mervetocstv . Paige's
voice ues a constant, -palned m-
tonation. With a simple piano
and a little synthesizer. he is
allowed to show his talent in-
stead of competing with his inept
musicians.
byRuss Fink_
The Couege Voice
Review: Mister Mister's new
album Go On
From a person not into the
•'College music" scene and who
appreciates some good pop on
top 40, this is a more
mainstream music review.
Mister Mister enjoyed con-
siderable success on their last
alburn,_ Welcome to the Real
I
approach to songwntmg, Such
attempts do not match their past
accomplishments.
The first two songs' show pro-
mise. "Healing Waters," a
peace song, has a chorus singing
in the background to support
Pai.ge's voice. ThlS is touowcc
by a social consciousness song.
"Dust," about the plight of the .
so~s and daughters of American
GI's and Asian women in
Vietnam abandoned at the end of
MrMisterlphoto courtesy of RCA Records
World, from -which there were
three very successful songs:
"Broken Wing," "Is It Love?"
and "Kyrie." Having been suc-
cessful with three differing types
of songs they showed a great
deal of promise. Their present
album, Go On, has been two
years in ·the making. Was it
worth the wait? Not really.
The album starts off with
"Stand and Deliver." another in
Beatles remembered by fans
Editor of the Beatles' magazine
Good Day Sunshine. Charles F.
Rosenay, will host the weekend.
As well as several scheduled
live performances by various
BeatIe sound-alike and look-
alike bands, there will be a
Beatles Museum. a Beatles
Marketplace/Rock and Roll Flea
Market, a Fab Four Film Fest
featuring full length, Beatles'
motion pictures, rare concert
footage. cartoons. T. V. ap-
pearances. and promotional
films. More than fifty dealers
and exhibitors will be selling,
trading, buying. and displaying
recording and collectible
Beatles' memorabilia. Capitol
Records will be providing prizes
for a lip-sync contest -.a tradition
begun during last year's festival.
Tickets are now on sale for
$9.50 in advance at Strawberries
Record and Tape Shop in New
London. Students with a valid
I.D. are entitled to $2.00 off ad-
mission at the door. For further
information. call (in New
Haven) 865-8131.
!?y Jackie Whiting
A&E Editor
Liverpool Productions'
Seventh New England Beatles
Convention will return to the
Park Plaza Hotel in New Haven
on November 27-29. This year's
show features Pete Best. the
original Beatles drummer. play-
ing publicly on Beatles' songs
for the first time in 25 years.
Accompanying Best will be
Horst Fascher , the Beatles '
bodyguard in Germany. During
the band's early years in Ham-.
burg .. Fascher booked them in
clubs 'such as the Top Ten Club
and the Star Club as well as sing-
ing with. protecting, and paying
them.
In addition to Best and
Fascher , guests will include:
Ron Demarino. a former guitar
technician and friend to John
Lennon; the author of The
Beatles: A Celebration. Geof-
frey Guiliano; as well as Eric
Lefcowitz , the author of the
book Tomorrow Never Knows
about the Beatles '/Iast concert.
Type for The College Voice
Earn $5-$5,50 an hour typing for the Voice, Contact the Managing Editor at 447-1911
ext, 7236 or at Box 1351.
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Jeff Barnhart:
Conn. 's multi-
'-
"I have a
weakness for jazz
as it's the best of
both worldsin that
it allows you to
perform and be a
creative outlet. "talented musician
by Austin Wrubel
Assoc. A&E Editor
"Music is everything," noted
Jeff Barnhart, '89, whose
musical contributions to this
campus exemplify such a state-
ment. Barnhart, a Music and
English major, has immersed
himself in musical activities in
every form possible including
Friday evening engagements
playing piano with a band at a
Westbrook restaurant. Speaking
of this activity, Barnhart ex-
plained, "It is at times better to
play with a group expecially if
the audience isn't responding to
the music. When this happens
and you're alone you feel like a
man on a deserted island."
The possibility of an audience
makitfg Barohart feel unwanted
seems highly remote considering
the stir this musician causes late-
ly with his musical offerings.
Barnhart is not just an in-
strumemaust , but a composer as
well. His compositional skills
were reveaJed during the recent
"Freddie the Leaf" theater
outing which was "a children's
story presented with music and
acting." He composed all of the
music for the twenty-five minute
work and explained that "parts
of the music were improvised, in
fact half of it was off the cuff. "
As both an instrumentalist and
composer, the latter is the harder
of the two for Barnhart as he
noted, "Composition takes up a
long time, and I see I'm not as
prolific as I thought I was. "
Performing is another story
for Barnhart especially when he
is performing jazz. "I have a
weakness for jazz," he recalled,
"as it's the best of both worlds
in that it allows you to perform t
and be a creative outlet. It's "".~.
never the same twice." Bar- ~
nhart's love of jazz has made .~
him prominent among his other ~
fellow music students. "I'm the ~.-;
black sheep of the music depart- ~
merit," he explained. "It's not
that the faculty doesn't like jazz, ~
but they don't take it as serious- L""'-"'==
Iy. .. Festival,
Because of his jazz expertise, The future for Barnhart will
Barnhart finds himself "in de- continue to be a musical one.
mand these days." He feels a Next semester Barnhart and Paul
Dance Club Concert
I continued from page 8
/
ful statement by using her
movements to develop a theme
of imminent destruction. This
theme became clear to the au-
dience by the end of the piece as
she referred to Ground Zero.
"Man and Woman: Just
another love thing," performed
by Gladys Perez and Derrick
Dickerson was a piece that did
not really seem to fit well with
the others. It was a crowd pleas-
ing piece, with its sexual con-
notations, but it lacked depth.
Although drawn by its pounding
beat and obvious sexual
movements, the audience was
left wanting a deeper
significance in the piece.
As entertainment, this concert
was successful, but as technical
exhibition, it was lacking. The
variety of styles which were per-
formed sustained the interest
level well which was enhanced
by the diversity of the music.
Doe would have had to judge
this concert based on personal
standards characterizing.
"good" dance. Despite the
flashy aspects of some songs, it
was almost refreshing to watch a
concert which is so unlike the
others performed at the College.
No Matter How Big
Your Appetite is . .
Great Food and drinks! Try our Burgers, Steaks, Ribs and Seafood.
Or a cold mug or pitcher of beer.
All you can eat nights!
Monday & Tuesday-Buffalo Wings $5.99
Wed. & Fridays-Fish Fry $3.99
Monday night Football
WE'LL COVER IT!
greater awareness of this
musical medium is definitely
brewing on the campus as he
noted, "We are creating an
awareness [of jazz] through such
things as the recent Fall
Beyond College, Barnhart
sees music as always being an
integral part of his life. "Music
will always be my advocation,
but not my vocation." If not the
future, music is certainly Bar-
Smith are planning to produce a
musical. Barnhart explained,
"We are toying with the idea of
producing a Sundheim or Gilbert
and Sullivan show." In the im-
mediate future, Barnhart wiH
compose music for' 'The Giving
Tree" by Shel Silverstein which
will be another production
similar to "Freddie the Leaf."
nharr's current vocation on this
campus and Conn. College is
certainly the better for it!
Copy Editor
Applications are available
at the Voice office, Cro
212.
Deadline is December 2 at
5 P.M ..
•
s
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S. African Divestment
Questioned by L.C.S.R.
"Objective reporting has told
us that the A.N .C. [African Na-
tional Congress], which is most
representative of the people who
aren't members of the prejudic-
ed Botha government, ask for
our shareholders [those of the
U.S.] to be completely
removed." He added that it is
"ridiculous" to maintain stocks
in South Africa.
A South African Awareness
Week was held this past week to
better educate people on the
situations in that country,
continued from page J
the implementation." The stock
market fall has reduced the
holdings that are invested in
South African related com-
panies, according to Chambers,
and she knows of at least one in-
vestment, worth $261,000 that
has been sold.
John Green, '89, house presi-
dent of Blackstone and -a
member of the L.C.S.R. said the
College "should definitely
divest totally.
Paul Hyde's car vandalized in front of tatrus
Campaign started to fight vandalism
tyl as soon as something hap-
pens. "
There has been discussion of a
published monthly report detail-
ing the vandalism that has occur-
red. But, the fact that the infor-
mation might be sent to parents
and alumni has caused some
debate. Koutsovitis stressed the
importance of "the Conn. com-
munity and what [the students)
need to know," but asked, "Is
[a published report] necessarily
the place for it to go?"
Koursovitis hopes that any
program to heighten awareness
will focus on two main pro-
blems. One is the intrusion from
outsiders since many students do
not lock their doors. The second
problem is vandalism by
members of the college com-
munity. One example is the
tampering with nre equl.?ment
which "has always been a con-
cern here, " Koutsovitis said. He
then said that a large number of
such cases are heard by the
J-Board. Lee Davis, '88,·
house fellow of Freeman, is
especially concerned about the
problem of tampering with fire
equipment because fire safety
equipment is there for the pro-
tection of the students.
Regarding the problem of out-
siders coming on the campus,
Schroeder said, "We're lulled
into a false sense of security
because it' s a small school and a
beautiful campus ... but it's also
very accessible." Even though
dorms are locked at night, Davis
added, "It's not terribly difficult
to break in."
Although vandalism is certain-
ly an all-campus problem,
Schroeder feels that the Quad
Dorms may have more of a pro-
blem with outside people com-
ing in because of their proximity
to the front gate, as well as their
small size. She added that cen-
tral dorms are also more suscep-
tible to intrusions since students
tend to "head north or south"
for an-campus parties in larger
dorms.
Davis said that South Cam~us
dorms "have an added ~t()\)\em
because they're way down
south," isolated from the rest of
the campus.
Both Kim Sawyer, .88,
housefellow of Park, and Davis
said that there has been a lot of
vandalism this year.
Koutsovitis said, "Conn. is a
close-knit community. There's a
lor of trust here and there should
be a lot of trust, but we have to
be realistic."
by Shannon Stelly
The College Voice
To increasestudent awareness
to vandalism on campus, the Of-
fice of Residential Life, in
cooperation with the
Housefellows, has plans to in-
itiate an anti-vandalism cam-
paign at the beginning of next
semester.
Describing the project as a
"first step," Chris Koutsovitis,
coordinator of residential life
and housing, said, "It's making
people aware by making the pro-
blem more visible."
According to Chuck Richards,
director of campus safety, a
Campus Safety Report System,
whereby information about in-
stances of vandalism would be
"out to the students within one
and a half hours" is being
developed. Showing support of
this program, Liz Schroeder,
'88, housefelIow of Plant
House, said, "It gets [informa-
tion] around campus," instead
of limiting knowledge of an inci-
dent to the dorm where it occur-
red.
Richards said that students
will play a crucial role in the
program since it is their respon-
sibility to "notify [campus safe-
S.G.A. chooses Pepsi
continued from page J
Student reaction to the imrni- it. He said that the switch,
nent switch to Pepsi is generally "from a purely business stand
not positive. Susan Evans, <88 point makes me happy," referr-
said that she did not think the ing to the projected savings.
Co lIege should change However, he said he forsees "a
from Coke "just because Pepsi lot of flack from the students
offers more money." She said about S.G.A. 's decision to over-
that Pepsi "shouldn't be able to turn the results of his poll."
buy their way in here," and that Fay said that he is willing to
the students' choice should give Coke the opportunity to
stand. beat Pepsi's bid. He said
James Arze, '88, said, "If though, that in all likelihood the
Coke won [the poll) then we College will begin serving only
should keep Coke. " Pepsi in the beginning of next
Fay said that Pepsi "really semester.
wants our account," and they The College switched all the
are committed to providing the soda machines outside the dining
service, supply, and price to get rooms to Pepsi last year.
RiM. rouncs ~ scaM GfANGE
IN ASIA
A.N .C. 's Kgositsile gives lecture at Conn.
images of death, bloodshed,
sadness and love strong enough
to survive the horror, his poems
were short, and delivered with
only the hint of the deeper emo-
tions they conjured.
During the unheated question
and answer period, Kgositsile
said that he felt the release of
Nelson Mandela, the South
African jailed dissident, to be
imminent. He said that the South
African Government would "go
up in flames if they let him die in
prison. "
Kgositsile said that although
See Kgositsile page 13
try. He has spent his time since
then in the United States pursu-
ing literary and civil rights'
causes, while always working
for what he refers to as libera-
tion of South Africa, or the end
of Apartheid.
Kgositsile sees the role of the
artist as more than just a mirror
of society. "A mirror can only
reflect, but an artist can focus
and project." Kgositsile has
recently been appointed editor of
the cultural journal of the
A.N.C., Rixaka.
After his brief overview, he
read his two poems. Filled with
by Thorn Pozen
Editor-in-Chief
Kenrapetse Willie Kgositsile,
South African poet, and deputy
head of the department of arts
and culture of the African Na-
tional Congress (A.N.C.), South
Africa's militant self proclaimed
"people's army," addressed a
capacity audience in the Ernst
Commons Room, in the Blaus-
tein Humanities Center, last
Thursday night. He spoke on
culture and resistance.
Speaking softly and calmly,
Kgositsile presented a restrained
overview of South African
history, introduced as a succes-
sion of European colonial op-
pression. The A.N.C., he said,
was formed in 1912 to fight
against this outside domination,
and to organize South Africa na-
tionally.
By 1961, Kgositsile said,
"every possible peaceful" means
to achieve liberation had been
exhausted." The only alter-
native, he said, was to embark
on armed struggle - to become a
people's army.
Born in Johannesburg, in
1938, Kgositsile lived in South
Africa until 1961, when A.N.C.
members thought it would be
safer for him to leave the coun-
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By GARY LARSON
Through some unlortunate celestial error,
Ernie is sent to Hog Heaven.
"'Nell. here we go. another exciting evening at the
Murdocks, all 01 us sitting around going. 'Hello.
my name is so-and-so .... Whafs your name? ... I
wanna cracker? Hello. my name is so-and-so.
I
I
i•
''Whoa! Is that a needle, doc?
'Cause Zack don' like needles."
/
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NEWS
Lead vocalist of Dead Kennedys
to speak on censorship
NEW LONDON, CT - Jello
Biafra, the lead singer of the
disbanded San Francisco punk
band, the Dead Kennedys is
coming to speak at Connecticut
College on Wednesday,
December 9th at Palmer
Auditorium, an appearance
sponsored by WCN!.
Arrested in June of 1986 for
including an allegedly por-
nographic poster in the group's
Frankenchrist album, Biafra
comes to the New England area
for the first time to speak on cen-
sorship.
Biafra was charged with
"Distribution of harmful matter
to minors," in response to the
complaint of a woman, whose,
!11 year old son received a copy
of the album. The poster in the
album was a reproduction of a
painting by a well-known artist,
H.R. Giger, mostly known for
his academy award winnin set
design in the movie Alien.
Charges were dismissed,
however, in August of this year
because the jury was iii a
deadlock of7 for dismissal and 5
for conviction.
The Dead Kennedys, who
fanned in 1978, were a con-
troversial punk band who com-
mented on social and political
problems and injustices through
their lyrics. Noted for their
political statements and their
performing energy, Jon Young
of the Trouser Press said, "In
the Dead Kennedys, America
has finally produced a powerful,
self righteously moral band to
match the fury of England's Sex
Pistols [a famous punk band of
the late '70s]."
The Dead Kennedys disband-
ed in 1986 as a result of-the cen-
sorship arrest, but were an ex-
tremely influential and popular
hardcore band while they were
together, selling over 100,000
copies of each LP.
Biafra now has an LP out
which contains no music but is
just his spoken soundtrack that
includes monologues,
harangues, observations, and
responses.
Biafra's inhibitions with mak-
ing social comments can be seen
in his views on MTV. He said,
"I don't think the depth of just'
how sick MTV really is has got-
ten to people yet. Of course the
simplest solution is just not to
watch it.. .. It's brought back
Eisenhower-era sexism with a
vengeance .. .1 think the fact that
it's racist and sexist and just
plain stupid is something to say
something about because it
represents much more than just
[awful] TV shows."
The appearance costs $3 and
all proceeds go to the "No More
Censorship Defense Fund."
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Kgositsile
continued from page II
'the A.N.C. is an armed
organization, that military ser-
vice is not mandatory for its
members. When asked if the
A.N.C. condoned the use ofter-
rorism to achieve its goa) of
liberation in South Africa,
Kgositsile answered loudly,
"Yes." He went on to accuse
both President- Reagan, and
South African Prime Minister,
Willem Botha, of also using ter-
rorism.
The most important thing that
American college students can
do to help the situation in his
native South Africa, Kgositsile
says, is to "write [their] Con-
gressmen and put pressure on
them to cut off all ties with the
Botha Government; to push for
total divestment. "
Reaction to Kgositsile's ap-
pearance was positive. Pamela
Little, '90, said that she "ad-
mired his strength." Nick
Roosevelt, '88, said that "he was
poignantly charismatic." And,
Alison Shaw, '88, who spent last
year studying in Kenya, in
Eastern Africa, said that hearing
Kgositsile "opens your eyes to
the Cultural aspect of the strug-
gle in South Africa."
EARN BIG
BUCKS
Make $5.00-$5.50 an
hour being a typist for the
Voice.
Contact the Managing Editor at
447-1911 ext. 7236 or send a
note to box 1351.
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Now thatyouve gotten into
Connecticut College, IBM can help)Ou
get more out of it.
The road to graduation is paved with
term papers, lab reports, cramming, all-
nighters and, of course, exams.
To ease that journey and awaken your
professors to your exceptional abilities, we
suggest the newest member of the IBM"
Personal System/2" family: the Model 25
Collegiate.
It's a high-powered personal computer
with advanced graphics capabilities, designed
to fit on your desk without adding to the
clutter. And it comes with a generous 64{) KB
memory, two 3.5" diskette drives and an aid
package every student can appreciate-a big
Microsoft ts a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark and Personal System/2 is it trademark of the Intemanonat
Business MachinesCorporation. ~ IBM 1987.
discount, pillS Microsoft" Windows 1.04,
\l\-ite, Paint, Cardfile, IBMDOS 3.3 and
a mouse;
Pop in the load-and-go diskette and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help you
write and revise long papers and illustrate
your points by combining words and gra-
phics. So your professors will draw favorable
conclusions about your work.
For more information on the Model 25
Collegiate, visit the IBMEducation Product
Coordinator on campus. You'llquickly learn
how to get the most out of the -;- :.:=aE"
IBM Personal System/2. = - -:S'§'
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NEWS
o.v.c.s. holds "World Banquet"
p.,Jin#edfrom pag. J
etting everyone randomly pick a
, white, or blue chip out of a
ag to determine which country
ey represented.
The first world was the
smallest group with about five
people representing it, the se-
cond world had about 10 people,
and the third world had over 20
people.
Troadec explained that first
world countries represent only
15 percent of the world popula-
tion yet consume 70 percent of
the world's grains. Some first
world countries are the United
States, Japan, Saudi Arabia, and
those countries of Western
Europe.
High Rise, the Community
Resource Commission
(C.R.C.), the College's
Housefellows, the S.G.A., and
other groups were invited.
To represent the differences in
wealth of the thsee worlds, each
country was given food that was
proportional to what a typical
country of that world would
receive. The first world was the
most extravagant with candles
and a table cloth on their table,
the option of fish, rice, or beef
for their meal, and service from
student waiters.
Whereas, the second world
was only allowed to have fish
and rice as they sat around bare
tables with their glasses of water
Return to College student, who
also works in the O.V.C.S., said
that the divisions of the countries
were "rather a stark contrast. "
As the dinner progressed peo-
ple began to be dissatisfied wi{h
the chips of their choice and
began to exchange them. These
actions were effective because
people from the third world
were able to be fed by the chips
of the first world. Wenley
Ferguson, '88, housefellow of
North Ridge who works in the
O.V.C.S., said, "We wanted
people in the first world to share
their food."
"It took a long time for people
to realize that one blue chip
Julie Robison and Wenley Ferguson of o.v.c.s.
(
Third world countries,
however. represent about 55
percent of the world's popula-
. tion yet only have a yearly in-
come between $00 and $440.
Some of these countries include
India, Ethiopia, EI Salvador,
Vietnam, and Bangladesh.
The second world countries
represent about 30 percent of the
world's population and the
average yearly income, ranges
from only about $400 to $7,000.
A few of these countries are
Israel, Korea, and Poland.
People from both the New
London Community and Con-
necticut College were invited to
attend the banquet. Represen-
tatives from the Drop-In-
Learning Center, the Winthrop
beside them.
The situation of the third
world emphasized the poverty
that exists in those countries and
was perhaps the most shocking
as compared to that of/the se-
cond and first worlds. Without a
table, they had to sit on chairs
with their bowls of bland rice
and water. They were only
allowed dne serving while those
people of the first world were
allowed to feed themselves as
much as they wanted.
Since the choosing of chips
was totally random, Troadec
brought up the point that "It was
by chance that you chose a cer-
rain chip, and it's by chance that
we have our bodies in the world
we are in:' Margot Sewall, a
could feed everyone," Sewall
said. The. O.V.C.S. banquet
organizers wanted people to see
how the sharing of chips
represented the sharing of food
between the different worlds.
Sewall said, "We don't realize
how many starving people there
are right here in New London. "
Elizabeth Hamilton, the ex-
ecutive director of the Drop-In-
Learning Center, said,
"Because this is the time of year
that people think of having a lot
of food for the holidays, what
better way to show that even
though it is a holiday, there are
people hungry every day. "
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP PA Y! C.I.
121 24th Ave., N. W. Suite 222
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
the parking lots at night. "The
expense would be quite high,"
he said, adding that not enough
members of the Student Patrol
are available to remain stationed
at the lots at night.
The North, South, and Arena
lots are periodically checked by
Student Patrol members in a
Campus Safety car from 7:00
p.m. until only I :00 a.m. Accor-
ding to Richards, they are in
each lot a minimum of ten to
twelve times during this period.
Campus Safety, who patrols the
campus 24 hours a day, is in
each lot about four times a night.
"There is really not much
more we can do," Richards
,said. He added that, "The only
thing that will really stop these
'attacks are alarmed vehicles."
Campus Safety has been staking
out South Lot periodically with
an unmarked car," but he said,
"we haven't had any success in
apprehending any of the thiefs.'·
Goodwin said that the lack of
protection is a significant pro-
blem on campus. "If we can't
park by the dorm where there is
some measure of safety, it's
almost better not to have a car
here at all," she said.
Cars vandalized in lots
Full menu, f•• t friendly HI"YIceRighI I. your __
467 William. St.
can «3-1933
FREE DELIVERY
continued from page J
Richards believes that the thefts
were probably done by profes-
sionals because "they didn't
damage anything [else with the
cars], and they removed the
radio correctly. They had ob-
viously had experience doing it
before. "
Richards said the two break-
. ins were unusual. One of the
cars broken into two weeks ago
had been vandalized before.
Leslie Goodwin, 'gO, the owner
of one of the Audis, stated that
her car had been broken into last
semester while it was parked in
the Sports Arena Lot. At that
time her radar detector was
stolen.
Richards said that although the
incidences this month occurred
on separate days, they were pro-
bably done by the same people.
"We think that it is someone
off-campus, because we've
never known anyone on campus
to do this kind of thing," he
said.
Despite the repeated acts of
theft, Richards said that campus
safety does not have enough
manpower to station officers in
....
Arms control debate held
NEW LONDON, CT - At a
crucial time in U.S./Soviet
foreign policy and arms
agreements, a public debate with
two top public officials on the
future of arms control will be
held in Oliva Hall Tuesday,
December 1st at 7:30 p.m.
A. James Leonard, fanner
arms control negotiator and
career foreign service officer
and B. Col. Bruce Clarke,
Military officer for �U�S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agen-
cy will participate in the debate
titled "After the I.N.F.
[Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Forces] Treaty: What Next?"
The debators will discuss both
views of the future of these arms
accords, including one opinion
that the countries should strive
for more arms reduction
agreements and another opinion
that the arms reductions are
coming at an inopportune time.
The debate is sponsored by the
Government Department, OP-
TIONS Project, Student Nuclear
Awareness Project (S.N.A.P.),
the U.S. Coast Guard Academy,
and the Arms Control Associa-
tion.
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••People would be on a team to receive credits. not for _~
competition sake," Polakoff said. "Some would see esports as opportunities for easy credit and a lot of emphasis
would be taken off education at CONN. " ~
Tennis standout Sarah Hurst ('91) offers another point
of view.
"1 don't think athletes should receive credit because it
gives them an unfair advantage." Hurst said. "Students
who are ahtletic would have an added opportunity to be
credited. "
John Lansden ('88), a former member of CONN's
rugby team, agrees and adds that the athletes are here
because of their educational promise.
"They were not recruited, or should not have been
because of their athletic skills," Lansden said. "If athletic
scholarships were offered at CONN, then I might agree. "
According to Hartwick College Athletic Director Dr.
Ken Kutler, athletes at Hartwick do receive credit for be-
ing on a varsity team. The difference is that there is a p.e.
o requirement.
"Four P.E. courses must be taken to graduate," Kutler
said. "One varsity season would equal one P.E. course."
lillian Stevens. a junior at Hartwick College, completed
her P.E .. requirement last year.
I'm a varsity soccer and field hockey player," Stevens
said. "Two seasons of each has taken care of my re-
quirements .: :
Keith Walter ('91), a member of CONN's crew tearn,
would welcome a credit system like the one at Hartwick,
though he would add a twist to the requirements.
..A change in the credit system might be better Ihan
none at all," Walter said. "Instead of offering one for
each season, offer two at the end of two seasons. In this
way, you could see how serious and committed a person is
to the sport." '
Connecticut College Athletic Director Charles Luce ex-
plained that athletics are an extracurricular activity in
which the participants are growing as people. There are
two situations where he would fight for academic credit
for athletics. The first situation is if all people concerned
(athletes, coaches, etc.) felt strongl~ about it, and "i{
athletics were being treated unfairly compared to sirniJar
activities at CONN. ,.
TeHennepe sees the argument for crediting athletes as
valid, but would like everyone to look at the larger picture,
where all other groups are concerned.
• • •
&
Camel CONNtemplations:
by Kieran N. Xantbos
The CoUege Voice
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Should athletes receive academic
credit for participating on a team?
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ticipating in athletics.
TeHennepe explained the difference between the two
(phys. ed. and varsity athletics).
"The credit is given where instruction is the major pur-
pose," TeHennepe said, "as opposed to varsity athletics,
where competition is the focus."
Pbys. ed. courses are instructional and available to all
students, whether athletically inclined or not.
Freshman soccer player Maria Mitchell would accept
credit as a nice reward, but feels "it's not necessary."
Mitchell cites time commitment (afternoons" weekends,
and overnights) as the reason for such a reward.
Stacy Xanthos ('89), though not a varsity athlete herself,
agrees.
"Though most don't expect it, I think they deserve it,"
Xanthos said. "They seem to put in a lot more hours than
most other activities at CONN. It has to detract from their
studies. "
Telephone
448-1036
445-1416
965 Poquonnock Rd.
. Groton Shoppers Mart
Groton, Conn. 06340
Mon, 9-6, Tues,-Fri, 9-8, Sat. 8-5
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Dedication, time and energy are three things an athlete
contributes to a team. A serious dedication. A lot oftime.
And all the energy necessary to remain on the team and
win.
Waking up before sunrise to practice for two hours
before everyone else's alarm clocks even go off is the way
a member of the crew team starts their day. Practicing for
two or three hours every day after classes is ritual for most
athletes here at CONN.
Should athletes receive academic credit for their
athletics? Do hours of daily time commitment merit some
credit? Does travelling to other schools defending the Con-
necticut College name merit more than personal satisfac-
tion? Isn't there more instruction and commitment involv-
ed in being a member of a team than there is in a one credit
physical education course?
Here at CONN, physical education is not a requirement,
though it was in the past. Eugene Teflennepe, professor of
philosophy and a member of the committee that im-
plemented the one credit physical education requirement,
remembers the reason for the change.
"When P.E. courses were required for graduation,
there were a few seniors every year who would encounter
problems," TeHennepe said. "They did not meet the re-
qirementfor graduation."
As a result, the faculty made a proposal to abolish the re-
quirement. After some discussion, physical education was
dropped as a requirement, and one credit was to be offered
for each course taken.
TeHennepe notes that if no credits were offered and LIt
there was no requirement, the physical education depart- What would happen if "athletes were offered academic
ment would fade out'. credit? What effects would there be on campus?
"As it now stands, one credit is offered per course. In "Offering credit would be like opening a pandora's
this way. students can take four phys. ed. courses to make box," TeHennepe said. "The door would then be open for
up for a dropped course," TeHennepe said. everyone doing something organized to say 'let me in."
Some athletes feel that members of varsity teams should TeHennepe cites WeNI and The Voice as other ex-
receive credit for their commitment. Frank Heavey ('89), tremely time consuming activities, which would then pro-
a varsity lacrosse player; feels that athletes should be bably be asking for credits as well.
rewarded with some credits. If that happens. where would it stop?" TeHennepe said..
"We should get at least as much as a. gym class," "Where's the dividing line?"
Heavey said. "We put in much more time and effort than a Many athletes are content with their non-credit roles in
student who shows up twice a week for an hour for a phys. ahtletics. Sophomores Evan Rose (basketball) and Mike
ed. class, and we learn a lot more from practice and actual . Sorrell (track) and senior Alison ShawJcrew) agree that
competition. •• they participate because they enjoy the sport. Should athletes receive academic credit for particpating
Heavey went on to compare the tennis phys. ed. course "It's my choice," Rose said. "I see basketball as an op- on a tearn? What do you think? Readers are invited to res-
with the actual tennis team. portunity to.do something I love to do." pond. Mail responses. to Kieran N. Xanthos, The College
"You can get one credit for showing up and hitting a Sam Polakoff ('91), also a member of the basketball Voice, Box 1351, no later than Wednesday, December
ball, but you can't for demonstrating your skills ';' • said team. feels that the offering of credit for athletics would 2nd. Include names and phone numbers for verification",'
Heavey, who received credit in high school for par- change varsity athletics at CONN. Responses will appear in next issue.
p,;,;~";;';;;;';'; __ iiioiiiliiii"'-' __ "" __ "'" ---------'---.....-'-'--, r-----"-----,
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~t X-Country runs at New England's
~ Women finish 16th, Men place 20th
~
Tom Dimmick, '90, ofrhe Harkness intramural floor hock.ey team.L_,--- <-_-'
Winter intramurals starting
their first victory over Marshall.
Marshall is now I-I with a vic-
tory over the Folding Chairs.
• • •
•
~ by Mart LaPI8ao SporU Editor
~ The Connecticut College
Men's and Women's Cross
Country Teams competed at the
New England Championships
held at Southeastern
Massachusetts University last
Saturday , and the women's
team finished 16th of 32, while
CONN's men runners took 20th
place in a field of 33.
In the women's race. the
CONN team was back at full
strength for the first time in four
weeks, with the return of Kelly
Bernier ('90) and Kristen Kissell
('90), both coming off injuries,
Coach Ned Bishop was glad to
have these two runners back.
••For four weeks in a row. we
were missing some of our top
people," Bishop said. "Getting
them back for the New Englands
gave us a big boost:'
CONN's 16th place finish was
one place better than the squad
achieved at last year's New
England's, and Bishop was
pleased with the team's im-
provement.
"It's always nice to move up,
even if it's just one place,"
Bishop said. "Earlier this year,
we had higher hopes, but we-ad-
justfd our goals as the season
went on because of the injuries.
We feel good about this race."
Sarah Young (' 89) led the way
lor CONN, fm'sh.ng 34th
overall in 20:01. Senior captain
Jean Whalen placed 51st overall
in a time of 20:24, while Betsy
Long ('90) was CONN's third
runner, finishing 69th in 2,0:48.
Sophomores Bernier (21:11),
Melissa Marquis (22: 19),
by KKran N. Xanthos
The College Voice
Winter Intramurals got under
way last week with the racket
sports tournament, and the start
of the fluor hockey and
volleyball seasons.
The three-day racket sport
tournament was run by commis·
sioner Betsy Rider (' 88).
Dan Bendor won the men's
racketball tourney for the second
straight year. Nick Stark ('88)
won men's squash, while Jen-
nifer Schelter ('88) captured the
women's squash crown .
•'The tournament was well
Men's Cross"Country.~, ~~ _'
Kissell (22:24), and Jill Uicker
(24:52) rounded out CONN's
. finishers.
"It was a good way for us to
end the season," Bishop said.
•••
In the men's race, five of
CONN's runners ran personal
best times on the snowy. muddy
course.
"They rose to the occasion,
and I'm very proud of them,"
Coach Jim Butler said,
"Everybody ran very hard."
Senior co-captain Geoff
Perkins was CONN's top 'run-
ner, finishing 70th overall in
27: 13. Andrew Builder ('91)
placed 108th in 28:00 minutes,
and Martin Buchanan ('91) took
I 13th place in 28:06,
Senior co-captain Jeff Ramsay
(28:51), and freshmen Dave
Heivly (30:28)' and Michael
Kaufer (31 :55) completed
CONN's top seven.
"I'm ecstatic about our per-
fannance," Butler said. "We
peaked just in time for the big-
gest race of the year. "
organized," Stark said. "I'm
happy I won. The final match
[against Paul Harris ('91)] was
excellent. ••
••• On December 12th at 7:30
p ,m., the annual Jingle Bell Run
will be held. Runners are to
meet in Cra, and every partici-
pant gets jingle bells for the
shoes, Refreshments will be
served after the ••inner loop"
run.
Sophomore Robin Mower, com-
missioner of intramural
volleyball, is delighted with the
turnout and enthusiasm
displayed hy the participants.
"The number of people play-
ing is amazing," Mower said.
"Everyone seems to be having
fun."
After one week of play,
Mower points to two teams as
excewptionally strong, Phoenix
and Marshall. Phoenix captured,
• • •
A-League Basketball sign-ups
are December 1-8. Contact com-
missioner Burke LaClaire ('88)
at 447-7572.
by Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
Connecticut College will be well represented at the United States
Field Hockey Association National Hockey Festival, which will he
held this Thursday through Sunday in Long Beach, California.
CONN Field Hockey Coach ANNE PARMENTER was named to
the Northeast I Team, while Sports Information Director KATHY
SMITH, and former CONN field hockey standout SUE LANDAU
('87) were chosen to co-captain the Northeast 2 team.
Parmenter, Smith, and Landau are all members of the same club
team in the U, S, Field Hockey Association.
•• *
Winter Sports Schedule
MEN'S BASKETBAU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
SUn11f2:i 'atMldI;llBury 2:30pm
Tu.121l NICHOLS 1:00pm
Fit 1214 WHALN:lI crrr FORO TOUPNEY
CONN ... Nlc:hcft 1:00 pm
eo.- GuIrd ... nnra 1:00 pm
Sat1215 WHAL,H3CnYFOROTOUPNEY
Con$QlaIion 1:00 pm
a.~ 3:00pm
Tu. 12m &I Rc9tr waan. 7:30 pm
Fit 111! a' UbM1y Bar* ClM* at EuI8m
COtfl ... 'Weleyarl 1:00 pm
&stem 'IS 'T!Wty 1:00 pm
sat 1111 all...bertyBankCIasle
eon.ola1lDNC~1p TEll.
'al An'IIeI8l 1:00 pm
'a' WeMyan 4:00 pm
aIe- Guard 1:00pm
a1knahl... 1:00pm
"TRNITY 3:00 pm
at kna M" 1:00 pm
MIT 7:30pm
"WLUAMS 4:00 pm
at WesMm "'- EIlgIInd 1;00 pm
"COlBY 8:00pm
~WOOIN 3:00pm
al W.,nr-rth ,,.~ 7:00 pm
'a'8a~ 3:00 pm
c:::oAST GUNlO 1:00 pm
alCl.IholIc~TOU'M'f'
c:oNN 'IS 51. Mary 7:00 pm
SUn21211 aICl.IholIcU~T~
Men 11123 at WhNtan 7:00 pm
Tu. 12/1 NICHOLS 1:00 pm
8&11215 'a!Tufts 2:00 pm
Thul2/10 WESTFlB.OSTATE 7:00pm
8&112112 MOI..NTHOlYOKE 2:00pm
Sat 1111 alV«olles1ey 1:«1 pm
T.. ll1lt 'al ArnIMrsI 1:00 pm
sat 1123 SOBWAYClASSICTOURNEY
CONN 'IS Bab8o<o 5;00 pm
"WJIIams .... WPI 7:00 pm
SUn 1124 SUBWAY ClAS5IC TOUPNEY
e-oa&llon 1:00pm
CIlarTllloMhlp 3:OJ pm
Ct»Sr GUARD 7:C1Opm
"TRINITY 1:C1Opm
a..ARK 7:C1Opm
at $alwI R~~ 1:00 r-
'at WilI£amI 7::lQ pm
"WESlEYAN 7:C1Opm
'COlBY 6:00pm
"BOWDOIN l:C1Opm
1Il Coasl GUBId 1:«1 pm
RHOOE ISlANO COI..LEGE 7:00 pm
'., BalM 1:00pm
'., W"yan 7:30 pm
T.. ll1lt
SallJ23... ""Wed VZT
SIt 1130...'"Tho.'..,'"
r~",
Fit 2/12..."',
"'''''...""r~"""',....
T.. l/2l!1...,""
T~'"Tho••...'"T~'"
FIIVt2
Sit 2113
T.. 2111
Tho""
Sal2l20
WICI2/24
GYMNASTlCS
(voIr.lty club)..."" II Coa!sl Gu.-d 1:00pmSat 1123 at SalMnSlIlle w/Slrill UXlpm..,,"" aIMITwi VIIrmOtII TBA...'" II W~1d Slalll wf SmIIh ""'pm,..,,"'. at RIC Wf Br1dIJewI* 7:00pm
Sal 2/20 "'~EnglandOH. W1Meel TBA
(at BrtdgoIwaIlr:l
WOMEN'S SQUASH
(v".lty club)...,.. ·.,W .... lDyan 2:00pm
Sa11/30 'AMHERST 1:00pm
W.... .Snilh 4:00pm
"'... II How. Cup (al YaII) TBA...'"11lU 2111 'alTml!)! 4:00pm..."', "'TES lUIOam...= .1 Vassat 7:00pm
MEN'S SWIMMING
(v.rllly c!ub)
FIt 1214 SAlEM STATE 7:00pm
Mon1211 alFairlleId 7:00pm
Sa112/10 alWPI 1;00 pm
Sat 1130 'COl8Y 2:00 pm
,.." .. BRNlOEIS 7:00 pm.."" ·.ITr~jry ""'pmSlI2I13 "WESLEYAN 7:00 pm"'.. at New England M_ (Bowdotlj1BA.....
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
T,,'2/1 'AMHERST 7:00pm
1'111214 SALEM STATE 7:00pm...,'" at Fairfield 7:00pm
Sat 12/111 .tWPI 0:00pm
""'"n SOU.,,"" coo< 7:C1Opm$111130 'COUlY 2:00pm
T~'" MOtHT HOI.. YOKE 7:00pm..... '., Trinjfy 2:00pm
WICI2110 ., WosHloIld Slalll 7:C1Opm..."', "WESLEYm 7:00pm"... at New EngIMod Mool TBA......
,-
·HESCAC opponents
HO~E EVENTS IN CAPS
ICE HOCKEY
T .. l1/24 'WUIAMS 7:30pm
SoIll128 .t SLI ••idI.r. 4:C1Opm
Sun IIl2lt 'al MiddlebUry 2:00 pm
T .. 1211 FrrCHa.FlG 7:45 pm
flll2/4 IIIr.IcCabo Toumoy (at W"*'Jar!)
CONN YS"'miIy $:OOpm
'Wosley'" 'II •Arm .. 1 1:tXl pm
.SoIl2/! ot McCabo loumol)'C.,"'._,,,,",,,,,_
""""FRNolINGHMlSTATE
a1&.~1m
OUlNNlPlAC
.""...atAssumpIion
'WESlEYAN
-.1 ArmerlII
"""EY..-al W_ ,... EngIIInd
.IU.C_licut
-rum;
"TRINITY
'alCoIly
W1CI1219
Sal 12112
Slllnl
""""'"Sit 1123
WlCllfZ1... ",.
T~'"Tho.',~'"
T~'"
Tho""
Sal 2113
T.. 2/11..,""
""7:45pm
7:30pm
""'pm
7:.t!lpni
8:C1Opm
7:05pm
7:30pm
1:00pm
7:45pm
!:.t!lpm
I:CIOpm
7:00pm
7:30pm
nopm
l:tXlpm
MEN'S SQUASH
(.,.,lIty club)
II 'W""",1n wi MIT,
rdSUNY Stlny &'oak
II Yall JV
ClAAK
'alTrhlry
.C...
al "W"'\"U' wi "8Ilot
""'--.,~JV
fll 1214-
SIt I2/!
Sal 1130...'"... '"""""'.Flt2l12·
5012/13...=
""'pm
7:00pm
""pm
7:00pm
TBA
